Genomes continue to surprise us with the diversity of mechanisms involved in gene regulation. Sequencing of the Arabidopsis genome 13 y ago revealed transposable elements (TEs) distributed throughout the genome. TEs were characterized nearly 70 y ago by maize geneticist Barbara McClintock, who named them "controlling elements" for their activity in regulating aleurone color genes and chromosomal breakage (1). TEs are rife in plant genomes; their necessary inactivation via heterochromatin formation is an epigenetic phenomenon that can spill over into adjacent chromosomal regions. Although many TEs appear inert, some retain primary or vestigial functions, and others have even been adapted to confer novel functions. In PNAS, Tsuchiya and Eulgem (2) provide a fascinating example of how a retrotransposon has been domesticated to control expression of a plant immune system surveillance gene and highlight a unique mode of action through which TEs can regulate activity of protein-coding genes.
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This story focuses on the Arabidopsis RPP7 gene [resistance to Hyaloperonsopora arabidopsidis (Hpa), a downy mildew pathogen]. RPP7 is polymorphic, with alleles for resistance and susceptibility in various Arabidopsis accessions. This natural variation is a hallmark of plant disease resistance genes (R genes) that have been exploited for decades in breeding programs. RPP7 (along with most other R genes) encodes an NLR protein comprised of a nucleotide-binding domain and leucine-rich repeats (3). The function for NLR proteins is immune surveillance, in which they detect pathogen effector proteins that are secreted into the interior of plant cells and then activate signaling networks that control cellular immune responses.
The second important gene in this story is called EDM2, for "enhanced downy mildew susceptibility." EDM2 was identified in a genetic screen for mutants that suppressed RPP7-dependent resistance (4). Initial characterization of the edm2 mutant indicated that the gene did not appear to have a broad role in immunity; loss-of-function mutations reduced the level of RPP7 transcript but did not affect any other aspect of Arabidopsis immune function. However, the edm2 mutation also had pleiotropic effects on flowering time and leaf cellular development, suggestive of a broad regulatory role (5, 6) .
The first clues to the molecular function of EDM2 were provided by the protein sequence, which contained a nuclear localization signal, a methyltransferase domain, and plant homeodomain (PHD) fingers that are associated with epigenetic regulation (7). Additional evidence for an epigenetic role was accrued through a yeast two-hybrid screen that revealed an interaction between EDM2 and a small family of chromatin remodeling factors (8) . Recently, Tsuchiya and Eulgem demonstrated that EDM2 regulates the silencing state of a small but diverse set of TEs (9) . Transcripts from these TEs were elevated in edm2 mutants. Importantly, the edm2 mutant also exhibited a reduction of epigenetic marks that have been implicated in TE repression. One such mark is dimethylation of lysine 9 in histone H3 (H3K9me2) (10) . This mark is controlled by a H3K9 methyltransferase encoded by the KRYPTONITE/ SUVH4 gene, and Tsuchiya and Eulgem used epistasis tests to demonstrate a genetic interaction between this gene and EDM2.
Altogether, these studies indicate a role for EDM2 in epigenetic regulation of TEs, as well as genes that control development. However, the mechanism by which EDM2 regulates RPP7 remained mysterious. This is now elegantly elucidated by Tsuchiya and Eulgem.
The structure of RPP7 (Fig. 1 ) reveals an obvious connection to EDM2's role in TE regulation (hint: see intron 1). Indeed, the paper begins with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments demonstrating that COPIA-R7 is marked with H3K9me2 in WT plants. This mark is reduced in edm2 mutants. H3K9me2 was around COPIA-R7 and not elsewhere in RPP7, and EDM2 was shown by ChIP to physically associate specifically with the marked area. Additionally, a histone methyltransferase triple mutant phenocopied edm2, including resistance to Hpa.
Together, these data indicate that H3K9me2 is important for RPP7 regulation and that EDM2 is genetically necessary for marking COPIA-R7. How do the marks affect RPP7 expression? Tsuchiya and Eulgem rule out effects on the RPP7 transcription start site and nucleosome occupancy. Importantly, they demonstrate that RPP7 transcription is not reduced in edm2 compared with WT. How then to explain the suppression of RPP7 resistance and the reduction of RPP7 transcript abundance in edm2? The answer came from 3′ RACE assays that revealed an alternative RPP7 transcript, called ECL (exon 1-containing LTR-terminated transcript), derived from an alternative splice acceptor site upstream of COPIA-R7 and an alternative polyadenylation (APA) site in one of the COPIA-R7 long terminal repeats (LTRs; Fig. 1 ). ECL has essentially no coding potential and appears functionally null. This is interesting because mechanistic links between chromatin structure and APA are only beginning to emerge. However, is APA relevant to the function of RPP7? Tsuchiya and Eulgem demonstrate that the relative proportions of functional and nonfunctional RPP7 transcripts are altered in both edm2 and the H3K9 methyltransferase triple mutant: the nonfunctional ECL predominates in both backgrounds at the expense of the functional form. Importantly, the authors assayed for both transcripts and for H3K9me2 in response to Hpa infection. They observed that both transcripts are rapidly and transiently induced during the first few hours following inoculation. Then, the functional RPP7 transcript levels decreased, whereas ECL continued to accumulate. This change in ECL abundance was correlated (albeit roughly) with H3K9me2 marking of COPIA-R7: levels decreased following infection. Thus, the histone marks and generation of alternative mRNA isoforms were both linked to the plant's response to the pathogen.
The authors then examined sequenced genomes from different Arabidopsis accessions to ask whether there is natural variation for presence/absence of COPIA-R7 in the RPP7 gene. They found that COPIA-R7 is present in the vast majority of accessions. They demonstrated, via RNAi, that EDM2 is irrelevant for regulation of RPP7 in accessions for which COPIA-R7 is absent from RPP7. However, the non-COPIA-R7 haplotype also produces an alternative, nonfunctional form of RPP7 mRNA in which an alternative polyadenylation site (called NIC, for not in Col-0, the reference Arabidopsis accession) is provided by intron 1, close to the site of COPIA-R7 insertion (Fig. 1) . The structure of the NIC haplotype suggests multiple insertion/deletions of different TEs over evolutionary time.
The authors tie these observations together in an evolutionary model describing how TEs have been domesticated, through two successive steps, to impact RPP7 expression. In the first step, the NIC poly-A site evolved through insertion/deletion of a different TE(s). This was followed by insertion of COPIA-R7, which donated a new poly-A site. The relative abundance of the functional and nonfunctional transcripts could be modulated during pathogen infection via EDM2-dependent methylation of COPIA-R7. Based on the prevalence of the COPIA-R7 haplotype in Arabidopsis compared with the NIC haplotype, the authors propose that COPIA-R7 confers a selective advantage by providing for fine tuning of RPP7 expression. This aspect of the manuscript is speculative but plausible because R genes must be expressed at optimal levels to function properly: if expression is too low, then downstream defense responses are not activated efficiently; if expression is too high, autoactivation of defense leading to spontaneous cell death and severe growth reduction is common (11) . NLR genes are often grouped in clusters with TEs and other repetitive sequences. These repeats have been previously shown to accelerate NLR gene evolution by catalyzing genetic recombination (12); Tsuchiya and Eulgem now demonstrate that TEs can also be recruited to beneficially influence NLR regulation.
These insights into transcriptional control of RPP7 are reminiscent of observations made in other systems and open a number of interesting questions for future experimentation. In the context of connections between prior work and that of Tsuchiya and Eulgem, a retroelement in the mouse has similarly been identified as an adaptive regulator of transcript termination (13) . TEs have long been described as both genetic and, more recently, epigenetic "controlling elements" (to use McClintock's nomenclature) (1, 14), but a role of TEs in control of APA is not well described. The current work brings together these varied mechanisms, for control of pathogen resistance via splicing and transcript termination, and leads to questions such as the following. How many targets does EDM2 have genomewide, and what is its exact biochemical function? To what extent is this mechanism generally applicable to NLR regulation? How extensive is the cellular machinery regulating transcript variants on this sort of gene-specific basis? How widespread is the adoption and domestication of TEs as regulators of alternative transcript termination?
The splicing in NLRs is important for gene function, evidenced by the requirement of splicing for N gene and RPS4 function (15, 16) . In fact, transcriptional or posttranscriptional control of NLR transcript levels has likely been underappreciated. Early studies of R genes failed to find evidence of substantial up-regulation after pathogen response, but more recent work, including that by Tsuchiya and Eulgem, has identified numerous factors modulating and fine-tuning NLR transcript levels. These factors range from histone modifications and DNA methylation to microRNAs and alternative splicing (17) (18) (19) (20) . These factors invariably impact disease resistance responses, indicating that NLR transcript levels are precisely controlled. However, understanding the adaptive significance of this dynamic set of regulatory mechanisms awaits us, ensuring that more fine-grained experimental approaches are likely to continue to surprise us with insights into NLR control, function, and evolution.
